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We describe the spectrum of the Laplacian on a manifold with asymptotically
cusp ends and find asymptotics of a corresponding spectral shift function. Here the
spectral shift function is the difference of the eigenvalue counting function and the
scattering phase. © 2001 Elsevier Science
The purpose of this paper is to describe the spectrum of the Laplacian on
a manifold with asymptotically cusp ends and to obtain Weyl asymptotics
for the spectral shift function associated with the Laplacian. This extends
earlier results for dimension two [23, 25, 32] and improves the remainder
estimate, as well as extending to a larger class of manifolds, some of the
results of [22].
Let X be a smooth manifold of dimension n > 1 which can be decom-
posed as a compact piece and a finite number of pieces which are asymp-
totically cusps. That is,
X=Xcomp e
m
i=1
Yi , (1)
where Xcomp is compact with boundary dmi=1 Mi, the Mi are smooth, con-
nected, compact manifolds without boundaries, and Yi 4 (ai,.)×Mi,
ai ¥ R+, with metric which we shall describe below. We use y to denote the
variable in (ai,.) and h to denote the variables in Mi. The metric on Yi is
given by
y−2((dy)2+g −i), (2)
where g −i ¥ C.(TgYi é TgYi) and, for some metric g −i0 onMi
|(yDy) j y |a|D
a
h(g
−
i−g
−
i0)| [ C(1+|log y|)−r−|a|− j (3)
for all nonnegative integers j and multiindices a and some r > 2. We
remark that under the change of variables y=er, y−2(dy)2=(dr)2 and that
the estimate (3) then more closely resembles estimates used in Euclidean
scattering. However, we need r > 2, rather than r > 1 as one might expect
from analogy with Euclidean scattering. In Lemma 3.1, for example, we use
this decay.
Our goal in this paper is to find Weyl asymptotics for the Laplacian, D,
on such a manifold. Since the metric need not be a warped product on the
ends, methods which rely in part on separation of variables fail.
There are two difficulties in finding Weyl asymptotics in this situation.
One is that we do not, a priori, know that the spectral shift function is
monotone, so we cannot immediately apply a Tauberian theorem as in
[11]. To circumvent this problem, we use a variant of an argument used by
Robert in Euclidean scattering [28–30]. The second difficulty is that cal-
culating the contribution of the asymptotically cusp ends to the asympto-
tics is complicated, as it is not easy to find a parametrix for cos(t`D ) on
the end. Even in the exact cusp case, when the solution can be written
essentially explicitly, calculating the contribution with a good error term is
difficult [9, 25]. In addressing this difficulty, we use some techniques of
Ivrii [13, 14] in Lemma 3.2, which is part of the calculation of the contri-
bution of the asymptotic cusp to the asymptotics.
As the Laplacian on X has continuous as well as discrete spectrum, we
find Weyl asymptotics of the difference of the eigenvalue counting function
and the scattering phase (see Section 2); the scattering phase in some sense
measures the contribution of the continuous spectrum. This is just as in the
cusp case [22, 23, 25, 32] and is analogous to the situation in Euclidean
scattering (e.g., [1, 18, 30]) and for scattering on manifolds with cylindrical
ends [5, 24].
The following theorem is due to Selberg [32] in the case of hyperbolic
surfaces. For surfaces with cusp ends, as opposed to asymptotically cusp
ends, it is due to [23, 25], and a proof more closely related to that given
here can be found in [3]. When n \ 3, the leading term in the asymptotics
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was found by Müller [22] for the case of cusp ends. For the case of sur-
faces with funnel as well as cusp ends, the analogous statement was proved
in [9]. Similar results have been proved for manifolds with cylindrical ends
[5, 24] and in many Euclidean settings ([2, 3, 18, 26–30] and references).
Let
N(l)=#{sj: sj < l2, sj is eigenvalue of
P=D−(n−1)2/4, counted with multiplicity}.
Theorem 0.1. Let s(l) be the scattering phase. Then, as lQ.,
N(l)−s(l)=cn Vol(X) ln+R(l),
where cn=(2p)−n wn is the Weyl constant, wn is the volume of the unit ball in
Rn, and R(l)=O(l log l) if n=2 and R(l)=O(ln−1) if n \ 3.
We note that the remainder term for n=2 is in a sense optimal. If we
have only cusp ends, as opposed to asymptotically cusp ends, it has been
shown [23, 25, 32] that there is a non-trivial term in the asymptotics of the
form l log l. Although one would expect such a term to appear in this case as
well, our techniques are not sufficiently precise to show this. The referee has
suggested that the techniques of [15, 16] may shed light on this question.
Remark. We note that an asymptotic cusp end corresponds to an end
shrinking approximately as Ce−cr, with r being the distance from a fixed
point. If instead the ends shrinks faster, like Ce−cr
m
, for some m > 1, c > 0,
then the spectrum becomes discrete. See [16] for a study of the eigenvalue
counting function for domains with ends of this type.
1. NOTATION
In practice, we shall often give proofs for manifolds with only one
‘‘asymptotic cusp’’; as the techniques that we use are local, it will be clear
how to generalize to more cusps. We will then simply call the cross section
of our asymptotic cusp M and identify Y1=Y with (a,.)×M, with the
metric y−2(dy2+g −), with g − asymptotic to the metric g −0 onM as in (3).
When working on an asymptotically cusp end, the natural first order
differential operators to consider are those which are smooth, bounded
linear combinations of y ““y and y
“
“hi , where hi are coordinates on M
(Compare [20, Chapters 7 and 8].). Therefore, when we discuss coefficients
of differential operators on Y, unless explicitly stated otherwise, we con-
sider the coefficients we obtain with the operators above as the basis.
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Let D denote the Laplacian on X and P=D−(n−1)2/4.
We will be interested in operators of the type f(P) or f(D), where
f ¥S(R), which are not in general trace class although they are smooth-
ing. Therefore, we define the regularized trace trr for some operators
on X as follows (see [9, (4.9)]). In the definition below, (Af)(p)=>X
A(p, pŒ) f(pŒ) dg.
Definition 1.1. If A is an operator on L2(X) with a smooth Schwartz
kernel A(p, pŒ) such that, for z ¥ Yi, i=1, ..., m, limyQ., z ¥ Yi y1−nA|diag exists
pointwise for h ¥Mi and
F
Yi
|A|diag−yn−1 lim
yQ.
with (y, h) ¥ Yi
y1−nA|diag | dg <.,
let
tr r(A)=lim
E a 0
1F
Xcomp
A|diag dg+C
m
i=1
F
Yi, y < E
−1
A|diag dg− c log E2 ,
where c is the constant that makes the limit exist.
This is very similar to the b-trace defined in [19]. Note that if A is
actually trace class, the regularized trace agrees with the trace.
Wehave a ‘‘model operator’’P0=y2D
2
y−i(2−n) yDy+y
2DM−(n−1)2/4,
where DM is the Laplacian on the Riemannian manifold (M, g
−
0). Note that
on the asymptotically cusp end, P=P0+(log y)−r Q, where Q is an at most
second order differential operator with bounded coefficients.
2. SPECTRAL THEORY AND THE TRACE FORMULA
In the case where the metric on the ends is a cusp metric, rather than just
asymptotically a cusp metric, the following proposition is due to Müller
[21, Sect. 6]. The more general case follows from [6] (see also [7, 10]) and
Birman–Krein theory (e.g., [33]). The facts that the eigenvalues are of
finite multiplicity and have no finite accumulation points are shown in the
proof of Lemma 2.3.
Proposition 2.1. The absolutely continuous spectrum of the Laplacian
on X is [(n−1)2/4,.), with multiplicity equal to the number of ends of X.
The eigenvalues are of finite multiplicity and have no finite accumulation
points. There is no singular continuous spectrum.
We will use some notation from [21].
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Lemma 2.1. Suppose X has m asymptotic cusp ends Yj. Then there are m
generalized eigenfunctions Ej(z, s), Rs=(n−1)/2, Is ] 0, with
(D−s(n−1−s)) Ej(z, s)=0
and, on the end Yi,
Ej(z, s)=dij y s+Cij(s) yn−1−s+r(z, s), (4)
where r(z, s), y ““y r(z, s), y
“
“hk r(z, s) are all O((log y)
−r+a+1/2 y (n−1)/2) for
any a > 1/2.
Proof. We know from the results of [6] that if a > 1/2, Rs=(n−1)/2,
Is ] 0, and if s(n−1−s) is not an eigenvalue of D, then
lim
E a 0
(log y)−a (D−(s+E)(n−1−s− E))−1 (log y)−a
exists as an operator on L2(X). Here we understand (log y)−a to be mul-
tiplication by (log y)−a on each end of X. Henceforth, for Rs=(n−1)/2
we will use the notation
(D−s(n−1−s))−1=lim
E a 0
(D−(s+E)(n−1−s− E))−1,
understood as an operator from (log y)−a L2(X) to (log y)a L2(X).
Let qj ¥ C.(X) have its support on the end Yj, with qj=1 if y > 2aj.
Then
Ej(z, s)=qj y s−(D−s(n−1−s))−1 (D−s(n−1−s)) qj y s. (5)
It remains to show that Ej has an expansion as claimed, and to show that
when s(n−1−s) is an eigenvalue, that (5) is still valid.
In order to do this, we introduce an auxiliary operator, much as in
[4, Section 4].
Let q˜ ¥ C.c (R) be a real-valued function with q˜(y)=1 if y > 1, q˜(y)=0
if y < 1/2, and 0 [ q˜ [ 1. Then for sufficiently small E > 0, q˜E(y)=q˜(Ey)
can be thought of as a smooth function on X with support on the ends.
Let gE be the metric on X which is g on Xcomp and on the end Yi is given
by
gE=(1− q˜E) g+q˜E y−2(dy2+g
−
i0),
and let DE be the associated Laplacian. Note that when equipped with the
metric gE, X is a manifold with cusp ends.
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Suppose first that R(s0)=(n−1)/2, Is0 ] 0, and s0(n−1−s0) is not an
eigenvalue of D. Then
(DE−s(n−1−s))(D−s(n−1−s))−1=I+(DE−D)(D−s(n−1−s))−1
and since the coefficients of DE−D decrease at least like (log y)−r and are
supported in y > 1/2E, we have that for sufficiently small E > 0, depending
on s0, and r−1/2 > a > 1/2, I+(DE−D)(D−s(n−1−s))−1 is invertible on
(log y)−a L2(X) near s=s0, Rs \ (n−1)/2. In particular, s0(n−1−s0) is
not an eigenvalue of DE when E is sufficiently small, and we have
(D−s0(n−1−s0))−1
=(DE−s0(n−1−s0))−1 (I+(D−DE)(DE−s0(n−1−s0))−1)−1.
Since iff ¥ (log y)−c L2(X), c> 1/2, then on the endYi, (DE−s0(n−1−s0))−1 f
’ ci yn−1−s0+O((log y)−c+1/2 y (n−1)/2), we have shown the correctness of the
expansion in the case where s does not correspond to an eigenvalue. The
estimates on the derivatives of the remainder follow in a similar way.
If s0(n−1−s0) is an eigenvalue of D of multiplicity k, Is0 ] 0, let {fl},
l=1, 2, ..., k be an orthonormal basis of the eigenspace associated to
s0(n−1−s0). Then by the same kind of commutator estimates as [6], for
a > 1/2
(log y)−a 1D+Ck
l=1
fl é fl−s(n−1−s)2−1(log y)−a
has a limit as an operator on L2(X) as Rs a (n−1)/2. Here (fl é fl) f(z)=
fl(z)(f, fl)L2(X).Asbefore, for sufficientlysmallEwecanuse (DE+; fj é fj−
s(n−1−s))−1 to approximate (D+; fj é fj−s(n−1−s))−1 near s=s0.
Finally, noting that (D−s0(n−1−s0)) qy s0 is orthogonal to fl, and since
for f orthogonal to fl
(D−s(n−1−s))−1 f=1D+C fl é fl−s(n−1−s)2−1 f
when Rs > (n−1)/2, we have finished the proof of the expansion of the
lemma. L
The matrix C(s) is the m×m matrix (Cij(s)), where the Cij(s) are as in
Lemma 2.1, and the scattering matrix is S(r)=C((n−1)/2+ir). The part
of the spectral measure of the Laplacian corresponding to the continuous
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spectrum can be given in terms of the Ej, j=1, ..., m (see [21, Theorem
7.33]):
dEc(t)=
1
2p
C
m
j=1
Ej(z, (n−1)/2+it) Ej(z −, (n−1)/2−it) dt, (6)
where t is related to the usual spectral variable t by t=(n−1)2/4+t2.
Let DE be the Laplacian associated with the metric gE as in the previous
lemma, and let SE be the associated scattering matrix.
Lemma 2.2. For l ¥ R, l ] 0,
lim
E a 0
||S(l)−SE(l)||=0.
Proof. The proof of this lemma is much like the proof of [4, Lemma 4.1].
A simple computation using the expansion of Lemma 2.1 shows that for
Rs=(n−1)/2,
Cij(s)= lim
RQ.
1
n−1−2s
F
Mi
1y 1 ““y Ej(z, s)2 y s−n+1
−Ej(z, s) 1 y ““y y s2 y−n+12|y=R dg −i0
=
−1
n−1−2s
F
(a,.)×Mi
(D0−s(n−1−s))(qi(y) Ej(z, s)) y s−n dy dg
−
i0
where dg −i0 is the volume form on (Mi, g
−
i0) and qi ¥ C.(Yi), qi(y)=1 for
y > 3ai and qi(y)=0 for y < 2ai.
Let Ej, E be the generalized eigenfunctions of DE and let CijE be the corre-
sponding coefficient in the expansion (4). We have
Cij(s)−CijE(s)
=
−1
n−1−2s
F
(a,.)×Mi
(D0−s(n−1−s))(qi(y)(Ej(z, s)
−Ej, E(z, s))) y s−n dy dg
−
i0
and, for a > 1/2, Ej(z, s)−Ej, E(z, s)Q 0 in (log y)a H2(X) as E a 0 from the
techniques used in the previous lemma. The coefficients of D−D0 and
DE−D decay at least like (log y)−r and the coefficients of (log y)r (D−DE)
are bounded and supported on y > 1/2E, which, taken with the conver-
gence properties of Ej, E, suffices to finish the proof. L
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We define, for l ¥ R, the ‘‘scattering phase’’
s(l)=(2pi)−1 F l
0
tr 1C − 1n−1
2
−im2 C 1n−1
2
+im22 dm.
Let N(l) be the number of eigenvalues of P less than or equal to l2. The
following lemma gives an analogue for what is, in the case of only discrete
spectrum, the eigenvalue counting function.
Lemma 2.3. Let f ¥S(R). Then, if f vanishes in a neighbourhood of 0,
trr f(P)=−F
.
0
d
dl
f(l2)(N(l)−s(l)) dl+ C
sj ¥ spec(P)
sj < 0
f(sj).
Remark. If f does not vanish in a neighbourhood of the origin, there
is, in the case of only exact cusp ends, a nontrivial term involving the value
of f and the trace of the scattering matrix at 0. However, we are avoiding
this and the question of the regularity of the scattering matrix at 0 by
considering only f which vanish near 0.
Proof. Let X1 4X with a metric which agrees with the metric on X
except on the end; on the end, for y \ 2a, the metric is given by
y−2((dy)2+g −0); that is, X1 has a cusp end. We denote by D1 the Laplacian
on X1 and P1=D1−(n−1)2/4.
Let J: L2(X)Q L2(X1) be the unitary operator given by multiplication
by the function (dg/dg1)1/2, where dg, dg1 are the volume forms associated
to g and g1, respectively. Then the Birman–Krein theory (see, e.g., [33])
shows that for f ¥S(R), f(P)−Jgf(P1)J is trace class because of our
assumptions on the metric on X. Moreover, the wave operators for this
pair exist and are complete ([17, X.4]). Let P1, ac, Pac denote, respectively,
the projection onto the absolutely continuous part of the spectrum of P1, P.
Using the fact that X1 is a manifold with only cusp ends and thus it is well
known that f(P1) and f(P1)P1, ac satisfy the conditions of Definition 1.1,
so do f(P) and f(P)Pac. Therefore, f(P)(I−Pac) does as well. This
means for the purposes of calculation, we may compute the regularized
trace of f(P)Pac and f(P)(I−Pac) separately. This also shows that infi-
nity is the only possible accumulation point of the eigenvalues of P, and
the eigenvalues have finite multiplicity.
The trace of f(P)(I−Pac) is easily seen to be a sum over the eigenvalues
of P. To compute the regularized trace of f(P)Pac, we use the corre-
sponding results [21, Theorem 8.13] or [9, Proposition 4.5] for manifolds
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with cusp ends, Lemma 2.2, the fact that tr(f(P)Pac−(J
g
Ef(PE)JE)Pac, E)
Q 0 as E a 0 (compare [4, Lemma 4.2]) and follow the proof of the general
case of Theorem 3.1 in [4, Sect. 4]. Here we use the unitary operator
JE: L2(X, dg)Q L2(X, dgE), defined much as J is above. L
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 0.1
In this section, in order to simplify notation we shall assume that there is
only one asymptotically cusp end Y. We shall also abuse notation
somewhat, and omit the operator J of Lemma 2.3. In computing the Weyl
asymptotics, we will use a variant of a commutator technique due to
Robert [28–30]. Let A be a differential operator defined on the end, with
A=(i2 y log yDy+(1−n) log y/4)(1−P0), where P0 is projection off of
the 0-mode: that is, ((1−P0) f)(y, h)=(volM)−1 >Mf(y, · ) dg −0. The
operator P0 is defined initially for smooth functions but extends by conti-
nuity to an operator P0: L2(Y)Q L2(Y). This operator is used in Section 2
of [6] in order to obtain by commutator methods information about the
spectrum of the Laplacian on a class of manifolds similar to the ones we
consider. We note that after a change of variables y=er, A is essentially
the generator of dilations composed with the projection operator. Then
[P0, A]=P0−P0P0. (7)
Let P2 be the operator on X1 (see the proof of Lemma 2.3) which is
D1−(n−1)2/4 with Dirichlet boundary conditions at y=2a. Note that if
f ¥S(R), then f(P)−f(P2) is trace class and, for bounded q ¥ C.(X),
supp q … Y, P0qf(P) is trace class. That is, it is only the ‘‘zero mode’’ on
the asymptotic cusp that prevents f(P) from being trace class. These two
facts can be proved using the techniques of Lemma 2.3. Then we have:
Lemma 3.1. Let f(s) ¥ C.(R) be one for s > 1 and zero for s < 1/2. For
t \ 4a, let qt(y)=f(y/t) and identify it with a function in C.(X). Then, if
f ¥S(R) vanishes at 0,
tr(qt(f(P)−f(P2)))=tr([qt, P] AP−1f(P))− tr([qt, P2] AP
−1
2 f(P2))
+tr(qt([P2−P, A]+(1−P0)(P−P2)) P−1f(P))
+tr(qtP0f(P))− tr(qtP0f(P2)).
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Proof. By Eq. (7),
tr(qt(f(P)−f(P2))=tr(qt([P, A] P−1f(P)−[P2, A] P
−1
2 f(P2)))
+tr(qt([P2−P, A]+P−P2) P−1f(P)
+qtP2P0P−1f(P)−qtP2P0P
−1
2 f(P2)).
Then, formally, using the cyclicity of the trace,
tr(qt[P, A] P−1f(P))=tr([qt, P] AP−1f(P))+tr(PqtAP−1f(P))
− tr(qtAPP−1f(P))
=tr([qt, P] AP−1f(P))
and this can be made rigorous just as in Robert’s work (e.g. [30, Theorem
3.1]).
The rest of the lemma follows from rewriting, noting that each of the
terms in the statement of the lemma is indeed trace class. We remark that
by requiring r > 2, we have that qt[P2−P, A] P−1f(P) is trace class. The
projection operator present here in the definition of A makes it necessary to
have r > 2 rather than the r > 1 that would suffice for an analogous
statement in one-dimensional Euclidean scattering. L
The advantage of the rewriting as in the lemma is that now, since we
have separated the contributions of the spectral measures of P and P2, we
have removed the obstacle to using a Tauberian theorem.
Let deP(p, p −, l) and deP2 (p, p
−, l) be the Schwartz kernels of the spectral
measures of P and P2 respectively, using l2 as the spectral variable. Since
tr r(f(P))=tr((1−qt) f(P))+tr(qt(f(P)−f(P2)))+tr r(qt(f(P2)),
to prove the theorem, we must, by Lemmas 3.1 and 2.3, compute the
asymptotics as lQ. of
tr F l
1
(1−qt) deP(m)+tr F
l
1
[qt, P] AP−1deP(m)− tr F
l
1
[qt, P2] AP
−1
2 deP2 (m)
+tr F l
1
qt([P2−P, A]+(1−P0)(P−P2)) P−1deP(m)+tr F
l
1
qtP0deP(m)
+tr r( F
l
1
qt(1−P0) deP2 ). (8)
It will now be helpful to take t=l. Notice that after choosing t=l, in the
first term the trace involves integrating over part of X with y [ l, and to
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compute the remaining terms involves an integral over a region with
y \ l/2. We will make use of this below.
To compute tr >l1 (1−ql) deP(m) would be simple, using the well-known
techniques of [11], if we did not have the region over which we are
integrating increasing as l increases. A related problem is that as we go
further out on the asymptotically cusp end, the length of time for which we
are able to construct a parametrix for the wave group decreases as the
manifold is narrowing. In order to achieve some uniformity, we use a
technique of [13, 14].
Lemma 3.2. The first term of (8) gives the main term of the asymptotics;
that is,
tr F l
1
(1−ql) deP(m)−cn Vol(X) ln=R1(l),
where R1(l)=O(l log l) if n=2 and R1(l)=O(ln−1) if n \ 3.
Proof. As previously mentioned, finding the asymptotics of tr >l1 (1−
qt) deP(m) for fixed t is easily done using the techniques of [11]. We will
therefore concentrate on what happens on Y.
First we explain the difficulty. In order to find asymptotics as lQ. of
the spectral function e(z, z, l), we need to construct a parametrix for the
fundamental solution of the wave equation near t=0 and the point
(z, z) ¥X×X (e.g. [11]). As yQ. on Y, the Laplacian approaches
y2D2y−i(2−n) yDy+y
2DM. That is, the coefficients of D, using the basis
“
“y ,
“
“hi , grow with y. This means that we are only able to construct a
parametrix of the type in [11] for a length of time proportional to y−1,
which results in a bound on the error term in the asymptotics which grows
with y (compare [12, Lemma 17.5.6]).
To partially circumvent this problem, we use a technique as in [13].
Suppose we wish to find the asymptotics of
tr(Yy0e(l))
where Yy0 cuts off in a small neighbourhood of y0 and on a coordinate
patch in M. Choose Yy0 so that Yy0 and its derivatives are bounded inde-
pendently of y0 and so that the size of the region cut off is independent of
y0; for example, let Yy0=Y0(y−y0, h). On the support of Yy0 , using the
basis ““y ,
“
“hi , the coefficients of the differential operator y
−2
0 D and all their
derivatives are bounded with a bound independent of y0. Now we can uni-
formly construct an approximation to the fundamental solution of the
wave equation with the Laplacian y−20 D and ‘‘initial point’’ z
− ¥ supp Yy0
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for a time interval (−E, E), with E independent of y0. This enables us to
prove (9), using the fact that the spectral measure of D at m2 is the spectral
measure of y−20 D at y
−2
0 m
2. To put this more in the language of [13, 14],
consider the operator (y20/l
2) y−20 D on the support of Yy0 , and think of
l−1y0 as a semi-classical parameter. Then the results of [14, Section 4.5]
give us that
: tr(Yy0e(l))−F
Y
Yy0cnl
n : [ Cln−1y1−n0 (9)
when l−1y0 < 1. Perhaps most importantly, the constant C is independent
of y0, and depends on the (universal) bound on the coefficients of y
−2
0 D on
the support of Yy0 and their derivatives, the dimension, and on the bounds
on Yy0 and its derivatives. Summing over a partition of unity on Y which is
bounded and has bounded derivatives, we obtain that asymptotically
tr >l1(1−ql) deP(m) is
cnln F
X
(1−ql)=cnln Vol(X)+O(ln−1)
with an error term of order l log l if n=2 and of order ln−1 if n \ 3. L
In order to estimate the contribution of the integrals over y > l/2, we
will make use of the following rough estimate on the spectral function, very
much like [12, Theorem 17.5.3].
Lemma 3.3. Let e(z, z −, l) denote the Schwartz kernel of the spectral
projection E(l2). Then, on the asymptotically cusp end, when l > 1,
|(yDy) j (yDh)a e(h, y, h −, y −, l)|
[ Cl1+j+|a|y (n−1)/2(y −) (n−1)/2 (1+lky−k)(1+lkŒ(y −)−kŒ)
where k > (n−1)/2+j, kŒ > (n−1)/2.
Proof. Throughout the proof C denotes a positive constant which is
independent of r1 and r2, but whose value may change from line to line.
First note that on Rn with coordinates (r, h) ¥ R×Rn−1, as in Lemma
17.5.2 of [12],
sup |Dcu|2 [ C(l−2l+1+2|c| ||D lru||2+l1+2|c| C
|b|=k
||Dbhu||
2+l1+2|c| ||u||2) (10)
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when l > 1 and l > 1/2+|c|, k > (n−1)/2+|c|. By taking lr to be a new
variable as in [12, Lemma 17.5.2], we see that it suffices to prove (10) for
l=1. However, when l=1 the proof is essentially the proof of the
Sobolev embedding theorem.
Now do a change of variables on the asymptotically cusp end of X,
letting r=log y, and conjugate the Laplacian by exp(r(n−1)/2) on the
cusp end; call the resulting operator Q. The spectral measure of Q is, on the
cusp end, exp(−(r+r −)(n−1)/2) times the spectral measure of the Lapla-
cian. Moreover, Q is self-adjoint with respect to a volume form which, on
the asymptotically cusp end, is given by g˜drdh, where dh is a volume form
on M and g˜, g˜−1 [ C. Furthermore, if f is a function supported on the
cusp end, ||D lr(e
rDh)af|| [ C ||(Q+1)(|a|+l)/2f||.
We now follow the outline of [12, Theorem 17.5.3], with some modifi-
cations to account for the fact that we are not working on a compact
manifold. Let EQ(l2)=EQ, l be the spectral projection of Q and eQ(p, pŒ, l)
be the associated spectral function and take l > 1. Let Y(r) ¥ C.c (R) be
supported in |r| < 5 and be 1 for |r| [ 4. Let Yr1 (r)=Y(r−r1). For
f ¥ L2(X), let u=Yr1EQ, lf. Then ||Q
ku|| [ Cl2k ||f||. Using (10), we obtain
|D jr(e
rDh)a u|2 [ Cl1+2|a|+2j ||f||2+l C
|b|=k
||D jrD
b
h (Dhe
r)a u||2
[ Cl1+2|a|+2j(||f||2+l2ke−2r1k ||f||2), (11)
where k > (n−1)/2.
We have
D jr(e
rDh)a Yr1EQ, lf(r, h)=(f, g), g¯(pŒ)=D jr(e rDh)a Yr1eQ(r, h, pŒ, l).
(12)
Now take
f¯(pŒ)=D jr(e rDh)a Yr1q(rŒ) eQ(r, h, pŒ, l)
with 0 [ q [ 1, and q ¥ C.c (X). Then using (11), (12), and the fact that
||q1/2( · ) D jr(e
rDh)a Yr1eQ(r, h, · , l)|| \ ||q( · ) D
j
r(e
rDh)a Yr1eQ(r, h, · , l)||,
we obtain that
||q( · ) D jr(e
rDh)a Yr1eQ(r, h, · , l)||
2 [ Cl1+2|a|+2j(1+l2ke−2r1k). (13)
We have, with Q acting in the ‘‘ · ’’ variables,
||Q lq( · ) D jr(e
rDh)a Yr1eQ(p, · , l)|| [ Cl
2l ||q˜D jr(e
rDh)a Yr1eQ(p, · , l)||, (14)
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where q˜q=q and C depends on the L. norm of q and its derivatives and
on l. Now choose q(rŒ)=qr2 (rŒ)=f0(rŒ−r2), where f0 ¥ C.c (R) and f0=1
in a neighborhood of the origin. We use
||DbhŒqr2 ( · ) D
j
r(e
rDh)a Yr1eQ(r, h, · , l)||
2 [ Ce−2r2 |b|l2|b|+1+2|a|+2j(1+l2ke−2r1k),
(14), and (13) in (10) to get the bound
|qr2 (rŒ) D jr(e rDh)a eQ(r, h, pŒ, l)| [ Cl1+|a|+j(1+lke−kr)(1+lkŒe−kŒrŒ).
Finally, returning to the y coordinates, we are done. L
Lemma 3.4. The integrals
tr F l
1
[ql, P] AP−1deP(m)− tr F
l
1
[ql, P2] AP
−1
2 deP2 (m)
+tr F l
1
ql([P2−P, A]+(1−P0)(P−P2)) P−1deP(m)
+tr F l
1
qlP0deP(m)=O(l log l).
Proof. For the first two terms, we use Lemma 3.3 and the fact that
[ql, P] and [ql, P1] are first order differential operators with bounded
coefficients supported in a region with l/2 [ y [ l, to see that they are
O(l log l). Using Lemma 3.3 and the fact that the coefficients of
[P−P2, A], P−P2 decay like (log y)−r+1, integrating with respect to the
volume form on Y over {Y: y > l/2} gives the estimate on the third and
fourth terms.
To obtain the estimate on the final term, note that
F
y \ m
|P0e(z, z −, l)|zŒ=z | [ C F
y > m
|DMe(z, z −, l)|zŒ=z |
+C F
y > m
(log y)−r |e(z, z, l)|
(15)
where DM is the Laplacian on (M, g
−
0). Applying the estimate of Lemma
3.3, we obtain the result as claimed. L
Lemma 3.5. The regularized trace satisfies
tr r 1 F l
1
ql(1−P0) deP2 2=O(l log l).
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Proof. This is easily seen since for y \ 2a, P2 is the operator y2D2y−
i(2−n) yDy+y2DM−(n−1)2/4 with Dirichlet boundary conditions at
y=2a. Then, for q(y) with support in y > 2a,
cq(y)(1−P0) deP2 (m) q(yŒ)
=q(y)(yyŒ) (n−1)/2 (y im−(2a)2im y−im)((yŒ)−im−(2a)−2im (yŒ) im) q(yŒ) dm
for some constant c. Then a simple computation finishes the proof of the
lemma. L
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